Gaming Solutions

Lista’s Workspace Solutions
Are a Sure Bet
Repairing slot machines requires a wide array of different sized testing equipment, tools and parts. Technicians need an organized storage system that makes maximum use of limited space. Lista
technical workbenches provide gaming machine repair operations
with the utmost in efficiency, organization and durability. Electronic
workbenches featuring ESD protection and accessories like built-in
power are perfect for repair environments where both small tools
and parts and large equipment are stored and used.

Behind the Scenes or in the Middle of the Action,
Lista Has the Perfect Solution
When it comes to organized, efficient, space-saving and aesthetically pleasing storage solutions, Lista’s modular storage cabinets
hit the jackpot. Ideally suited for a wide range of storage needs,
our cabinets can be custom configured and feature sub-dividable
drawer interiors for the complete organization of stored items. Cabinets can include roll-out trays that allow easy access to printers
and other heavy items, and doors (from retractable to sliding to
hinged) for maximum safety and ease of mind in environments
where security is a way of life.

Free Custom Design
from Lista
Lista’s engineering and design team is ready to provide you with a
detailed plan for your individual workspace and storage needs, free
of charge. We offer solutions that are designed for maximum efficiency and future flexibility, optimizing space and profitability.
• Floorspace utilization analysis.We can prepare plan and elevation
CAD drawings for a grouping of products, or entire room-sized
solutions.
• Customized surveys and layouts. Lista experts will survey your
current and future storage and workspace needs, and propose
solutions that provide the highest density and greatest productivity.
• Integration with architectural and construction planning. Rely on
our experience with coordinating with architectural and construction professionals at any stage of a project’s development.
• Price quotes. We are happy to provide free estimates and price
quotes for any project, regardless of size.

Your Local Dealer:
ASR Systems Group, Inc.
100 Commerce Blvd.
Liverpool, NY 13088
800-334-3688
info@asrsystemsgroup.com
ASR is a NY certified WBE
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